
FAQ - When Asked About Bluetooth Capability In ProBP 
 
We have decided not to make the Bluetooth configurations of ProBP available in the US 
and Canada.  These configurations will be made available at a future date to be 
determined. 
 
We previously communicated the Bluetooth feature and model numbers on our website, 
in the press release, and in some advertisements for dealer catalogs.  This feature 
enables the device to pair in a limited “one to one” connection to a single PC.  Currently 
this feature is only available outside the US and Canada. and is only available outside 
the US and Canada. 
 
It is important to note that all currently available wired USB models listed below can be 
field upgraded at a future time to enable limited “one to one” Bluetooth connectivity with 
the purchase of a feature activation license. 
 
Why have we chosen not to offer these models in the US and Canada? 
The configuration process for EMR connectivity is different internationally than the 
US/Canada.  Within the US and Canada the Bluetooth cordless first time set up and 
EMR configuration is currently not plug and play or intuitive.  We will be working on 
improving our device interfaces with our EMR partners to make this capability available 
in the future.   
 
What do I say to a US/Canada customer who has seen information promoting the 
Bluetooth feature and is interested in learning more about Bluetooth and how it 
works? 
Please inform the customer that these models are currently not available in the 
US/Canada.  You can tell them that additional information will be available on the 
specific requirements and capabilities when we release those versions.  Currently 
available models can be upgraded at a future time to enable “one to one” connectivity 
with only one PC to a ProBP with limited EMR vendors. 
 
When will the Bluetooth configurations be available? 
We currently do not have an implementation date for the introduction of Bluetooth 
configurations.  We recommend customers purchase the currently available models and 
utilize the USB wired connectivity when communicating to PCs running compatible EMR 
software.  
 

 
 

 
 

If you have additional questions please contact Howard Higgins x5446 


